SPEED DRILL

Designed with versatility in mind, the Speed Drill utilizes a unique Seed Metering System that makes the Speed Drill capable of handling a wide variety of seed types, all with the same seed box.

USES
• Pasture Renovation
• Large Food Plots
• Row Crops

FEATURES
• 16-inch straight coulters slice the ground, followed by 14-inch concave openers to form a seedbed trench.
• A 3-speed transmission and precise adjustment of the seed metering slots allow a wide range of seed rates.
• The gear box is easily accessible for quick changes.
• A full row of heavy-duty cultipacker wheels follow up to ensure premium seed-to-soil contact.

SPEED SLICE

The Speed Slice offers precision seed placement and optimum seed-to-soil contact, ensuring excellent germination in existing stands of grass or new turf applications. It is designed to allow you to easily vary the width of the seed groove by adjusting the disc angle.

USES
• Pasture Overseeding
• Landscape of Sports Turf
• Golf Courses
• Waterways or Roadside Seeding
• New Construction
• Food Plots
• Mine Reclamation

FEATURES
• The close-spaced disc blades are on an adjustable gang; adding angles to the blades works to break up the existing root base.
• Solid stand planting for tighter germination.

### MODEL DESCRIPTION WIDTH DISC SPACING WEIGHT HOPPER CAPACITY
SD72 No-Till Drill; 3-Pt. Cat. I/II 6’ 8” 9 1385-lbs. 4.4 Bushels
SD96 No-Till Drill; 3-Pt. Cat. I/II 8’ 8” 12 1855-lbs. 7.7 Bushels

### MODEL DESCRIPTION WIDTH ROW SPACING #OF ROWS WEIGHT HOPPER CAPACITY
SS48 Solid Stand Scatter; 3-Pt. Cat. I/II 4’ 8” 9 960-lbs. 2.5 Bushels
SS72 Solid Stand Scatter; 3-Pt. Cat. I/II 6’ 8” 12 1480-lbs. 4.4 Bushels
If you take your food plots seriously, then you need serious equipment. The Bush Hog Speed Plotter offers quality and value in the most versatile implement of its kind. You can use it as a broadcast seeder for planting grasses, or as a no-till drill for planting row crops such as corn or beans. And you can switch between broadcast or drilling in a matter of minutes!

**FEATURES**
- Plants virtually any seed
- Scatters seed grasses for tight germination and a uniform stand.
- Drills row crop seeds such as corn or beans.
- All of the ground-engaging components are rolling—No shanks to drag trash.

**MODEL** | DESCRIPTION | WIDTH | ROW SPACING | #OF ROWS | WEIGHT | HOPPER CAPACITY
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
SP48P | Food Plot Machine; ATV Pull Type | 4' | 10" | 4 | 740-lbs. | 2.5 Bushels
SP48L | Food Plot Machine; 3-Pt. Cat. I/II | 4' | 10" | 4 | 660-lbs. | 2.5 Bushels
SP72L | Food Plot Machine; 3-Pt. Cat. I/II | 6' | 8" | 9 | 1040-lbs. | 4.4 Bushels